Fund Transfer for the usage of NRF Facility

Following are the two methods to transfer funds to NRF Account.

For Faculty

- Log-in to IRD online system (IRIS) by using the link https://iris.iitd.ac.in/ird/
- In general menu tab, click on “Fund Transfer from one project to another project” button in the IRIS screen.
- Fill the fund transfer form.
- After approval, the funds will be transferred to NRF Project (MI01165) by IRD Accounts.
- The Fund Transfer form must be submitted to NRF office after confirmation of fund transfer from IRD Account to NRF project (MI01165)
- The real money will be credited to faculty wallet and the same amount of virtual money will also be credited by NRF.

For Students

- Fund can be transferred directly to IRD bank account by using the following details:
  Beneficiary Name: IRD ACCOUNT IITD
  Bank Account Number: 10773572600
  Bank Name: State Bank of India
  Branch Name: IIT Branch
  Branch Code: 01077
  NEFT IFSC CODE / RTGS: SBIN0001077

  DO NOT FORGET TO MENTION FACULTY NAME, DEPTT./CENTRE/ SCHOOL and EMPLOYEE CODE in the remarks while making the transaction.
Students should send fund transaction copy to Mr. Jagdish Phulara (jphulara9@gmail.com).

After receiving the receipt of fund transfer from IRD Accounts by NRF, the real money will be credited to student supervisor wallet and the same amount of virtual money will also be credited by NRF.

Student can also reimburse the money from their contingency through the receipt received from NRF office by submitting the IRD fund transaction receipt to IITD account section.

For any assistance please contact to NRF office at 011-2659-6784.